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Abstract

In magnetic resonance imaging, the signal intensity is directly affected by the

external field strength and the spin system properties. It is challenging to acquire

signal from electron spins at ultra-low field because of their short relaxation times:

the weak signal would decay away before it can be captured. The longitudinal detec-

tion (LOD) of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) offers an alternative solution.

Instead of measuring the transverse magnetization, LOD measures the longitudinal

magnetization along the polarizing field direction. By placing the receive coil or-

thogonal to the transmit coil and tuning it to a different frequency range, an LOD

EPR system can have superior resilience against transmit cross-talk and enables si-

multaneous transmit and receive. As a result, the EPR signal from spins with short

relaxation times can be recorded with high signal to noise ratio.

This thesis presents an ultra-low field LOD EPR measurement system. A novel

method of inducing signal from longitudinal magnetization is described: fictitious

field modulation. When viewed in a rotating frame of reference, a transverse-plane

radiofrequency (RF) field manifests as a longitudinal field component called the fic-

titious field. By modulating the RF field and thus the fictitious field, detectable

longitudinal magnetization patterns are measurable. Furthermore, via combining

fictitious-field modulation and longitudinal detection, this work demonstrates EPR

spectroscopy and one-dimensional imaging. This custom-built LOD system oper-

ates at an ultra-low frequency (24 MHz) for detecting electron spins with short

(∼nanoseconds) relaxation times. Simultaneous transmit and receive with low trans-

mitter leakage level (−80 dB isolation) is also achieved. Finally, a different version of

this system is introduced for measuring short relaxation times at ultra-low magnetic

field, the principle of which is derived from the fictitious field theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Via detecting signals from unpaired electrons, electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR) investigates the properties of paramagnetic species such as their composition,

structure, relaxation, and dynamic process at the atomic level [1]. When the para-

magnetic material is placed in an external field, the macroscopic magnetization is

proportional to the polarizing field strength [2]. In conventional EPR, a transverse

plane radio-frequency (RF) magnetic field is used to flip this magnetization [3]. The

transverse magnetization Mx,y then rotates around the external field at Larmor fre-

quency and can be detected by a receiver on the xy plane. However, the magnetization

decays away because of the interaction between the spins and the environment. The

decay rate is determined by the spin relaxation time, which is usually between several

µs and ns for the electron spins, making it challenging to capture the EPR signal in

time [4].

There are several existing solutions for this. The first one is simultaneous trans-

mit and receive (STAR), meaning the signal is continuously captured throughout the

experiment. This is what is being used in continuous-wave (CW) EPR. One of the

key components of CW EPR is the microwave resonator cavity [5]. Most of the com-

mercially available ones are in the GHz range because of hardware limitations, which

makes it impossible to do the measurement at ultra-low field that we are interested

in. When it comes to pulsed EPR, since the transmit and the receive elements are

oriented toward the same (transverse) plane and are tuned to the same frequency,

signal detection can only be started after the transmitter has been turned off [6]. The
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measurements typically need to be performed at cryogenic temperature and/or high

frequencies (GHz), because the spin relaxation time increases when the temperature

is cooled down [7], allowing for more instrumental deadtime, and high frequencies

lead to higher polarization, leading to longer time for the magnetization to decay

away. However, the properties of the paramagnetic material is often affected by the

temperature as well as the external magnetic field. There is a gap in the conventional

EPR that needs to be filled: measuring electron spins with short relaxation times

at ultra-low field without a cryogenic environment. The author believes that it is

possible to fill that gap using longitudinal detection (LOD) EPR.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the idea of LOD EPR was first proposed

by Bloembergen and Damon more than half a century ago [8]. Instead of transmitting

and receiving on the same (transverse) plane, the receive coil was placed along the

polarizing field to detect the change in the longitudinal magnetization Mz. Because

the receive coil is 90 degree to the transmit coil and is tuned to a different frequency,

an LOD EPR system has great geometric isolation and frequency separation. As a

result, STAR can be achieved with high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Due to relatively

low sensitivity in the common EPR frequency range, the application of LOD EPR

was originally confined to studying relaxation times [9]–[11]. And it has been con-

sidered as a supplement rather than a replacement for the conventional transverse

detection method. But at the ultra-low frequency range, where conventional EPR

has its limitations as discussed in the former paragraph, LOD EPR is superior in

capturing fast decay signals.

In this thesis, a novel method of inducing detectable longitudinal magnetization

signal is proposed: fictitious field modulation. As shown in Whitfield and Redfield’s

paper, a transverse plane RF field alone can be used to polarize spins along the z-

axis [12]. The amplitude of Mz is determined by the RF field strength together

with its carrier frequency, which resembles having a fictitious z-axis polarizing field

generated by the xy-plane RF field. We refer to this RF field induced fictitious

polarizing field as the fictitious field. With or without a static polarizing field B0,

modulating the amplitude or frequency of the RF field and thus the fictitious field can

result in detectable longitudinal magnetization patterns. By combining LOD EPR

and fictitious-field modulation, we present a continuous wave (CW) EPR system for
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spectroscopy as well as for 1D imaging at an ultra-low EPR carrier frequency (∼24

MHz). This LOD EPR system enables detection of spins that pulsed EPR generally

cannot at this frequency due to fast spin relaxation.

Here the summaries of the individual chapters of this dissertation are provided.

In chapter 2, background knowledge of EPR necessary to understand the principle

of this LOD EPR system is introduced. Since the focus of this thesis is on spec-

troscopy and imaging, the background introduction focuses on classic description of

macroscopic spin behavior. The major components in an LOD EPR system are also

included in chapter 2. The comparison between LOD EPR and traditional transverse

detection EPR helps the reader decide which one to use under certain conditions.

Chapter 3 provides definition of fictitious field and shows the derivation of equations

for the fictitious field theory. Signal optimization is also discussed. Chapter 4 gives

detailed description of how to build an LOD EPR system that is capable of doing

spectroscopy and one-dimensional imaging. It can be treated as a step-by-step man-

ual for building low cost, portable LOD EPR systems that operate at ultra low field.

Chapter 5 introduces a different version of the system for measuring relaxation times.

With known RF field strength and polarizing field strength, the spin relaxation time

can be calculated from the peak shift of the spectra based on the fictitious field theory.

Preliminary data are provided to back up the simulation results. Chapter 6 concludes

with the summary of the findings in this thesis and provides future directions of the

experimental plan.

Operating at ultra-low frequency, having easily attainable RF-field strength and

acceptable resolution, this approach may enable low cost, portable EPR spectrome-

ter/imaging systems, especially for spins with short relaxation times such as iron-oxide

nanoparticles (IONP). SQUID-based (superconducting quantum interference device)

detection, which has proven its utility to measure RF-inducedMz in NMR, may bring

about SNR improvements enabling future LOD systems without a static field [13].

It is a system full of possibilities, especially when there is no commercially available

LOD EPR system around.
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Chapter 2

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

2.1 Electron Spin

The intrinsic angular momentum S of the elementary particles is defined as

spin [1]. The allowed values for the amplitude of the vector S along any direction is

quantized and determined by the quantum numbers mS, which varies between −S to

+S [14]. For a single spin-1
2

particle such as the electron, the only allowed states are

S = −1
2

and S = +1
2
.

In both classical physics and quantum mechanics, the magnetic moment is pro-

portional to the angular momentum [3]. For a free electron, its magnetic moment can

be written as

µS = −geβeS, (2.1)

where ge is the g factor of a free electron, βe the atomic unit of the magnetic moment

that is called the Bohr magneton. Both ge and βe are chosen to be positive values,

the negative sign in this equation is a result of the negative charge of the electron.

When placed in an external static magnetic field B0, the energy of a free elec-

tron equals the scalar product between its magnetic moment and the magnetic field

strength [1]. When the reference frame is chosen so that the z-axis is along the

external field direction, the energy can be written as

E = geβemSB0. (2.2)
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The only allowed values for mS is −1
2

and +1
2
, which lead to the quantization of the

energy levels: the only allowed values for E are ±1
2
geβe. This energy level splitting

phenomenon is defined as Zeeman effect in EPR, the split energy levels are called the

electronic Zeeman energies [14].

When a radio-frequency(RF) magnetic field is applied and its photon energy

equals the difference between the two energy levels, the electron at the low energy

state can absorb radiation energy and transfers to the high energy level:

∆E = hν = +
1

2
geβeB0 − (−1

2
geβeB0) = geβeB0. (2.3)

The detection of the resonant energy absorption or emission of electron spins is

the basic principle of EPR.

2.2 Quantum Description of EPR

In the former section, we introduced the interaction between a free electron

and the magnetic field. The common spin-systems are far more complicated than

a free electron. The interaction between the electron spins and the environment

causes multiple different energy levels as well as shift in the ge values and thus the

shift in resonant frequencies, resulting in complex EPR spectra that are familiar to

spectroscopists [5].

The interaction between the unpaired electron spins and the environment has

been summarized into a single equation describing the spin Hamiltonian:

H0 = HEZ +HNZ +HHF +HNQ +HNN +HZFS +HDD +HEX , (2.4)

where HEZ is the electron Zeeman interaction, defined as the interaction between

the unpaired electron and the external magnetic field; HNZ the nuclear Zeeman in-

teraction, the interaction between the nuclear spin and the external magnetic field;

HHF the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction, the interaction between the unpaired

electrons and surrounding nuclei; HNQ the nuclear quadrupole interaction for nuclei

with nuclear spin I > 1
2
; HNN the nuclear-nuclear spin interaction; HZFS the zero-
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field splitting interaction that are important when there are multiple strongly-coupled

unpaired electrons; HDD and HEX are the dipolar and exchange interactions between

weakly-coupled electrons [15].

Some of the interactions described above can be neglected in certain conditions.

For example, when studying free radicals with only one unpaired electron in continu-

ous wave (CW) EPR, the HNZ , HNN , HZFS, HDD and HEX terms can be neglected.

Because the fictitious field theory is mainly based on the classical description of the

EPR, the detailed explanation of each interaction will not be introduced here. The

readers can refer to Roessler and Salvadori’s tutorial review on EPR for more infor-

mation [15].

2.3 Classical Description of EPR

2.3.1 Macroscopic Magnetization

When doing EPR experiments, the targets are usually ensembles of electron

spins. It is the macroscopic magnetization of the paramagnetic species that is being

measured. As a result, with minimum knowledge of quantum mechanics, we can

understand the basic principles of the EPR experiments.

As described in section 2.1, the electron spin has a quantized magnetic moment

µ associated with its intrinsic angular momentum. When an external magnetic field

B0 is applied, the electron spin energy splits into two levels: the high energy level

state is marked as α state and the low energy level state is marked as β state. In

thermal equilibrium, an ensemble of electron spins is distributed in the α and β states

following Boltzmann distribution law:

Nα

Nβ

= exp

(
−geβeB0

kBT

)
, (2.5)

where Nα and Nβ are the number of spins in α state and in β state, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature [16].

When
geβeB0

kBT
approaches 0, which is usually satisfied in common EPR measure-

ments unless at very high magnetic field or very low temperature, the exponential
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term can be expanded in a series as

Nα

Nβ

= 1− geβeB0

kBT
. (2.6)

The macroscopic magnetic moment of an ensemble of electron spins is calculated

from the vector sum of the individual magnetic moments. Assume that the z-axis of

the reference frame is along the external field direction. According to Eq. 2.6, when

there is no external field, Nα equals Nβ and the total magnetic moment along z-axis

is cancelled out. However, if there is a non-zero B0, the distribution difference in

the two states will lead to net magnetic moment, which is defined as the macroscopic

magnetization M . At thermal equilibrium, it can be calculated as

Mz = M0 =
1

V

i=N∑
i=1

µi =
B0

µ0

−H0 = χ
B0

µ
, (2.7)

where V is the sample volume, N is the total number of unpaired electron spins,

µi is the individual magnetic moment, B0 is the magnetic flux density that is used to

describe the actual magnetic field strength within a sample, H0 is the magnetic field

strength that is dependent on microscopic currents and irrelevant with the material,

µ0 is the permeability of the vacuum, µ is the permeability of the sample and χ is

the magnetic susceptibility of the sample [16].

On the plane that is perpendicular to the direction of the external magnetic

field, the individual magnetic moment has random distribution. In other words, both

x and y components of the equilibrium magnetization equal zero:

Mx = My = 0. (2.8)

2.3.2 Relaxation

As described in the former section, the equilibrium z-axis magnetization M0 is

proportional to the external magnetic field strength. The process that Mz relaxes

to M0 is called spin-lattice relaxation or longitudinal relaxation [1]. Under most
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conditions, it is an exponential process and is described using a time constant T1:

dMz

dt
=
−(Mz −M0)

T1

. (2.9)

On the xy-plane that is perpendicular to the external magnetic field direction,

the equilibrium magnetization equals zero (Eq. 2.8). The process that Mx,y gradually

vanishes to zero is defined as spin-spin relaxation [1]. Similar to the longitudinal

relaxation, it is also an exponential process and the time constant is T2:

dMx,y

dt
=
−Mx,y

T2

. (2.10)

The spin-spin relaxation time T2 is generally much shorter than the spin-lattice

relaxation time T1. However, at low magnetic fields such as several Gauss, their values

are close enough to each other and can be represented using a single symbol τ [16].

Since this thesis is about EPR at ultra-low field, we will use τ instead of T1 and T2

in the fictitious field derivation in chapter 3.

2.3.3 Equations of Motion

In a uniform static magnetic field B, the torque on a magnetic moment µ can

be calculated as the cross product of µ and B [16]. As a result, the changing rate of

the magnetic moment can be expressed as

dµ

dt
= γµ×B, (2.11)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron spins, which is the conversion factor

between the magnetic moment and the angular momentum and equals −geβe.
When the magnetic moment is completely along the static field direction, the

total torque equals zero. However, if there exists xy component of the magnetic

moment, the torque vector will be orthogonal to Mx,y and its amplitude is

|dµ| = γ|µ×B|dt = γµB sin θdt, (2.12)
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where θ is the angle between µ and B.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.1, the relationship between the change of the

magnetic moment dµ and the azimuthal angle dφ is

|dµ| = µ sin θ|dφ|, (2.13)

Comparing Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.13, it is clear that

γBdt = |dφ|, (2.14)

which means that the xy component of the electron spin magnetic moment precesses

around the z-axis at a frequency determined by the external field strength [17]. The

precession frequency is named as Larmor frequency and is defined as

ω =

∣∣∣∣dφdt
∣∣∣∣ = γB. (2.15)

Fig. 2.1. Precession of an electron spin around an external magnetic field B. The
precession direction is counter-clockwise because of the negative charge of the electron
spin.

The combination of the equation of motion and the relaxation time introduced
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in section 2.3.2 leads to the Bloch equation. Using equation 2.7, the change of the

macroscopic magnetization is

∂Mx

∂t
= γ(M ×B)x −

Mx

T2

(2.16)

∂My

∂t
= γ(M ×B)y −

My

T2

(2.17)

∂Mz

∂t
= γ(M ×B)z −

Mz −M0

T1

, (2.18)

where M is the macroscopic magnetization of the paramagnetic species, B is the

vector sum of the total magnetic fields, including the static polarizing field B0 and

the RF field B1, T1 and T2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times, M0 is

the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization that equals χ
B0

µ
[18].

In most conventional EPR experiments, the Bloch equation well describes the

magnetization trajectory with the existence of external magnetic fields. However, the

standard Bloch equation does not account for the longitudinal relaxation along the

RF field direction and has its limitations at lowB0. The more general modified Bloch

equation is typically used at low fields. Detailed introduction of the modified Bloch

equation will be included in the following section of the ultra-low field EPR.

2.4 Ultra-low Field EPR

2.4.1 Range and History

The ultra-low field EPR is usually defined as EPR at MHz range [19]. Because

of the frequency dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio, most of the conventional

EPR experiments are conducted in the GHz range. However, ultra-low frequency

EPR has its own advantages. Low frequency RF fields has large penetration depth

[20]. When using an optimized detection circuit, imaging the interior of living animals

and even humans with acceptable image resolution is possible. Besides, a variety of

material properties such as relaxation time changes with magnetic field strength [21],

ultra-low field EPR spectroscopy extends the exploration of paramagnetic species
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to a wider range. Via studying the relationship between magnetic field strength

and material properties, better calibration of the materials can be made and better

understanding of the dynamic process can be obtained [5]. Furthermore, getting rid

of giant polarizing field simplifies the construction of the system and makes the EPR

apparatus less expensive and more portable [22]. The development history of ultra-

low field EPR is introduced below to help the readers understand the value of doing

EPR experiments at this frequency range.

When Zavoisky conducted the first ever EPR experiment on cupric chloride,

some of the initial experiments were operated around 130 MHz [23]. In another pa-

per, he used lumped component resonators that involved solenoids to measure the

relationship between the paramagnetic absorption and the permanent magnetic field

[24]. The lumped component resonator was a type of marginal oscillator, which

had the advantage that no automatic frequency control was needed. El’sting then

used this resonator together with field modulation and lock-in amplifier to measure

2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) between 230 and 400 MHz at room tempera-

ture [25]. Between 1960s and 1980s, many low-field spectrometers were built using

marginal oscillator and were vacuum tube based, with asymmetric and push-pull

circuits [26], [27].

Ultra-low frequency EPR was also applied to the measurements of metals. Fe-

her and Kip built a 300-MHz spectrometer system, the key component of which was

a coaxial resonant cavity [28]. Resonant line shape analysis, relationship between

the relaxation time and temperature, electronic g values and paramagnetic suscep-

tibilities were obtained for different metals. Duncan and Schneider built a 310-MHz

spectroscopy system to extend the measurement of electronic g values to the elec-

trons in semiconductors [29]. Because the penetration depth increases when the RF

field wavelength decreases, it is impossible to study large volume of aqueous sam-

ple at common EPR frequency range (GHz). Zweier and Kuppusamy improved low

frequency loop gap/split ring resonators and optimized the detection of EPR signal

from aqueous sample [30]. Later this type of resonator was modified for conducting

surface studies [31], [32].

Besides spectroscopy in materials, ultra-low field EPR has been applied in the in-

vivo measurements. Hutchison and Mallard built a 100-MHz spectrometer system to
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detect endogenous signals from live mice [33]. Several other groups imaged nitroxide

to investigate mice organs [34], [35]. Still, one of the most promising applications for

ultra-low field EPR is oximetry, which uses line-broadening for contrast to obtain in-

vivo oxygen mapping [19]. It can also be used to study dynamic processes, catalyst

and composites [36], [37]. In conclusion, ultra-low field EPR provides information

that is complementary to other methods such as NMR, in the aspects of spectroscopy,

biology and medicine.

2.4.2 Signal to Noise Ratio

It is commonly believed that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reduces with the

reduction of the detection frequency. Researchers tend to assume the SNR for ultra-

low field EPR is much worse than that for the conventional GHz EPR. However, this

description is “both controversial and situation dependent” because there are many

factors that need to be considered when estimating the SNR parameter [19].

SNR measures the ratio between the desired signal and the background noise:

Ψ =
∆V

∆N
, (2.19)

where ∆V is the desired signal voltage and ∆N is the noise voltage [38].

The desired signal results from the modulated magnetization. When the mag-

netization changes sinusoidally, there is a flux change in the detector and the induced

voltage is

∆V = µ
∂

∂t
(

∫
M · dA) ∼ µ

∂

∂t
(M0 sin (ω0t)A) = Aµω0M0 cos (ω0t), (2.20)

where A is the area of the receive coil that is perpendicular to the magnetization, µ

is the permeability of the sample, M0 is the equilibrium magnetization and ω0 is the

Larmor frequency [16]. According to Eq. 2.7, µM0 = χB0 = χγω0, this leads to

∆V ∝ ω0
2. (2.21)

The Johnson-Nyquist noise, also named as thermal noise, is usually used to
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represent the minimum theoretical noise. It is caused by the vibration of the electrons

in a conducting medium and is proportional to the temperature of the conductor [16].

In an electronic circuit, the Johnson noise voltage is

∆N =
√

4kBTR∆f, (2.22)

where kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature of the conductor, R is the

impedance and ∆f is the bandwidth over which the noise is measured [16].

When the noise is mainly caused by the series resistance of the inductor, the

impedance can be expressed as

R =
ω0

2L2

r
= ω0LQ, (2.23)

where L is the inductance of the circuit, r is the series resistance of the inductor and

Q is the quality factor [19]; none of them is affected by the frequency. Substitute Eq.

2.23 into Eq. 2.22

∆N ∝
√
ω0. (2.24)

Combine Eq. 2.19, Eq. 2.21 and Eq. 2.24 together, the relationship between the SNR

and the detection frequency is

Ψ ∝ ω0

3
2 . (2.25)

When the noise is mainly caused by the inductive losses in the sample, the series

resistance r in Eq. 2.23 can be treated as a constant and R ∝ ω0
2 [39]. As a result,

∆N ∝ ω0 (2.26)

Ψ ∝ ω0. (2.27)

Feher also points out that if the impedance match between the resonator and

the detection circuit is optimized, the Johnson noise voltage can be calculated from

the impedance of the detection circuit and will not be affected by the frequency [40].

In all cases, there is positive correlation between the SNR and the frequency. As a

result, when designing an EPR system at ultra-low frequency range, one needs to pay
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extra attention to the SNR level. Quantitative simulation on the signal voltage is

quite helpful for the experimental design.

2.4.3 Modified Bloch Equation

In the conventional Bloch equation, the direction of the spin-lattice relaxation

is along the polarizing field direction and the spin-spin relaxation is orthogonal to

it [17]. This is generally true at the common EPR frequency of several GHz, which

corresponds to a polarizing field B0 of at least several hundred Gauss. Since the RF

field B1 is usually around several Gauss, the total magnetic field is almost completely

along the polarizing field direction. On the other hand, at ultra-low field EPR, the

polarizing field is only several Gauss and is comparable to the RF field strength. The

spin-lattice relaxation actually occurs along the field that is the vector sum of B0

and B1, which could be very different from the polarizing field direction.

Fig. 2.2. Spin-lattice relaxation direction of the Bloch equation is along the polar-
izing field B0, while that of the modified Bloch equation is along the vector sum of
all the existing magnetic fields, including the RF field B1.
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At low polarizing fields, if the relaxation direction is not corrected accordingly,

the prediction of the magnetization components will not be accurate. Take an ex-

treme case for example: when B0 equals zero, the equilibrium z-axis magnetization

equals zero according to the standard Bloch equation. As a result, with or without a

transverse plane RF field, Mz = 0 in the steady state.

However, it has been shown that even when there is no polarizing field, a trans-

verse plane, circularly-polarized RF field alone leads to a stable Mz [12]. This can

be understood by picturing an electron spin with zero magnetization initially. The

moment the RF field is turned on, the spin starts to relax along the direction of

the RF field. Since there is no B0, there will be no Larmor precession. When the

RF field rotates, the spin cannot instantaneously realign with the RF field because

relaxation is an exponential process. As a result, there will be an angle between the

magnetization vector and the RF field, leading to precession around the RF field.

It will eventually reach a steady state where the magnetization vector rotates to-

gether with the RF field: the torque on the magnetization is just enough to make the

magnetization rotate around z-axis at the same frequency as the RF field.

Fig. 2.3. Steady state magnetization polarized by an xy-plane RF field with no
existence of B0. The magnetization rotates at the same frequency with the RF field,
the trace of which forms a cone surface.

The steady state magnetization is shown in Fig. 2.3. The angle between the
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magnetization vector and the z-axis is fixed and is affected by the spin properties

such as relaxation time. Unlike what is predicted using the standard Bloch equation,

there is a stable magnetization component along z-axis.

When the polarizing field B0 is not significantly larger than the RF field B1,

calculating the relaxation term based on the vector sum of all fields is preferable.

This leads to a more general form of the Bloch equation, the modified Bloch equation

[16]:
∂M

∂t
= γM ×B −M −Meq

τ
, (2.28)

where M is the magnetization vector in A/m, Meq is the total equilibrium mag-

netization that equals χB/µ , χ is the dimensionless volume susceptibility, µ is the

permeability in H/m, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio in rad/s/T, B is the total magnetic

field in T (a vector sum of all magnetic fields), and τ is the relaxation time constant

in s. The spin-spin relaxation time is assumed to be equal with the spin-lattice re-

laxation time, as is expected in general at low fields [16]. Unless specified, the units

will be kept consistent throughout this thesis.

Assume there is a small z-axis polarizing field B0 and a circularly polarized

RF field B1 on the xy-plane, having constant amplitude and carrier frequency. In

the steady state, the longitudinal magnetization calculated from the modified Bloch

equation is

Mz =
(∆ωτ)(γB1τ)MB1

eq + [1 + (∆ωτ)2]MB0
eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2
, (2.29)

where B1 is the RF field strength, B0 is the static polarizing field strength, MB1
eq =

χB1/µ, MB0
eq = χB0/µ, ∆ω is the off-resonance frequency that equals ω0−ωRF , where

ω0 is the Larmor frequency γB0 and ωRF is the carrier frequency of the RF field in

rad/s.

On the other hand, the longitudinal magnetization calculated from the standard

Bloch equation is

Mz =
[1 + (∆ωτ)2]MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2
. (2.30)

When B0 = 0, the steady state Mz equals zero according to the standard Bloch

equation. By comparing Eq. 2.29 and Eq. 2.30, it is clear that the additional term
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in the numerator of Eq. 2.30 results in a non-zero longitudinal magnetization even

with zero polarizing field. When B0 � B1 and the carrier frequency of the RF field

is close to the resonance frequency, that additional term approaches zero, and the Mz

obtained from the modified Bloch equation simplifies to the standard one. However,

when B0 is comparable to B1 and ωRF is different from the Larmor frequency, the

modified Bloch equation should be used to determine the longitudinal magnetization.

As a result, the modified Bloch equation should be used when dealing with ultra-low

field EPR.

2.5 Longitudinal Detection EPR

2.5.1 Basic Principles

Transverse plane detection is applied in most conventional EPR experiments. A

z-axis polarizing field creates longitudinal magnetization Mz. Then a transverse plane

RF field is used to flip that magnetization to the xy-plane. Because of the Larmor

precession described in Eq. 2.15, the transverse magnetization will precess around

z-axis at a fixed frequency. If a receive coil is placed on the xy-plane, the flux change

caused by Mx,y will cause detectable electromagnetic signal. Since the transmit and

the receive are on the same plane, a single coil can be used for both generating the

RF field and for detection.

When it comes to the longitudinal detection EPR (LOD EPR), as is indicated

by its name, the detection is along z-axis. The polarizing field is still along z-axis

and the RF field is on the xy-plane. However, instead of measuring the flux change

caused by the precessing Mx,y, LOD EPR measures the change in Mz:

VRx ∝ nA
dMz

dt
, (2.31)

where VRx is the voltage induced across the receive coil, n is the number of turns of

the receive coil and A is the cross-sectional area.
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Fig. 2.4. Simplified diagram of an LOD EPR set up. The receive coil is along z-axis
and is 90 degree to the transmit coil.

2.5.2 Longitudinal Detection vs. Transverse Detection

The major difference between the longitudinal detection and the transverse de-

tection (TRD) is that they detect different components of the magnetization: LOD

detects Mz while the other detects Mx,y.

Assume the detection is performed at the resonant frequency. Mx,y precesses

around z-axis at the Larmor frequency determined by B0. Accordingly, the detection

frequency of the receive coil for transverse detection should be the Larmor frequency.

On the other hand, Mz follows the modulation of the external fields. Since changing

static fields is much more complicated as compared to changing the RF fields, only

the B1 modulation is discussed here. The frequency of Mz equals the modulation

frequency ωmod of the RF field and is usually more than 10 times lower than the carrier

frequency ωRF . Because ωRF is set to be the resonant frequency determined by the

external fields and is usually close to the Larmor frequency, the detection frequency

of the receive coil for LOD is much lower than that for TRD.

The discussion of the relationship between the SNR and the detection frequency

in section 2.4.2 can be adapted here. In LOD, the frequency of the magnetization
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does not equal with the Larmor frequency; it equals with the modulation frequency

of the RF field. For LOD, Eq. 2.20 should be changed to

∆VLOD = µ
∂

∂t
(

∫
M ·dA) ∼ µ

∂

∂t
(M0 sin (ωmodt)A) = AµωmodM0 cos (ωmodt), (2.32)

where ωmod is the modulation frequency of the RF field. Because the polarizing field

is the same for both detection methods, M0 stays the same. The relationship between

the desired signal and the detection frequency for LOD is

∆VLOD ∝ ω0ωmod. (2.33)

Similar as before, the Johnson noise voltage should be calculated from Eq. 2.22.

For the resistance dominating noise, the Johnson noise and the SNR are

∆NLOD ∝
√
ωmod, (2.34)

Ψ ∝ ω0

√
ωmod. (2.35)

While for the inductive loss dominating noise, the Johnson noise and the SNR are

∆NLOD ∝ ωmod, (2.36)

Ψ ∝ ω0. (2.37)

Compare Eq. 2.35 and Eq. 2.37 with Eq. 2.25 and Eq. 2.27, though the SNR for

LOD is lower than that for TRD when the major contribution to the noise is caused

by the resistance of the inductor; the SNR is the same for both detection methods

when inductive losses dominate. The SNR analysis here is preliminary and simplified.

However, it shows that theoretically, with some optimization of the detection circuit,

it is possible to get comparable SNR for LOD even at a much lower detection frequency

because the Johnson noise is also lower.

It is much easier to achieve simultaneous transmit and receive (STAR) with LOD.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the receive coil is 90 degree to the transmit coil. Besides, the

receive coil is tuned to the modulation frequency of the RF field while the transmit coil
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is tuned to the carrier frequency; the two frequencies are usually more than 10 times

apart. Geometric isolation and frequency separation together contribute to great

isolation between the transmit and receive and enable STAR. With the capability of

STAR, EPR measurements can be performed on spins with short relaxation times.

Fast decay signal can be captured before it disappears during the dead-time of the

instruments.

Still, transverse detection is the most popular detection method in EPR. Spec-

trometers at different frequency ranges are commercially available and are designed

to facilitate conducting different types of EPR measurements. However, the author

believes that the longitudinal detection method is more than just a complementary

detection method to the conventional transverse detection. It is very useful, especially

for rapidly relaxing spins at low field. The author also believes that the absence of

a commercially available LOD spectrometer limits its application. Thus, part of the

thesis is written as a tutorial for building an LOD system from scratch.

2.5.3 Applications

Similar to the conventional transverse detection EPR, LOD EPR is applied

to both spectroscopy and imaging. Because of the reduced SNR at low detection

frequency, the major application of LOD EPR has been focused on relaxation time

measurement [9]–[11].

Longitudinal detection was first proposed by Bloembergen and Damon in 1952

[41]. To study the relaxation effects in ferromagnetic samples such as nickel ferrite,

they used a z-axis coil to detect the change in the longitudinal magnetization. In

the 1960s, Pescia’s group started using LOD to measure short relaxation times with

amplitude-modulated continuous RF field [10]. The relationship between the longitu-

dinal signal and the modulation frequency was obtained from measurements, through

which the relaxation time could be deduced from the experimental curve. Relaxation

time in the nano-second range was determined at a polarizing field around 0.36 T.

In 1988, Schweiger and Ernst first acquired pulsed LOD EPR spectra [42]. Two π

pulses were applied consecutively with a time separation in between. Longitudinal

signal was measured when the time separation was changed, and the spin relaxation
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time could be derived from the relaxation curve after the second pulse. Colligiani

et al. also varied the pulse repetition frequency of pulsed LOD EPR [43]. The law

of dependence between the longitudinal signal and the repetition frequency was used

to obtain T1. Some other similar work on the relaxation time measurement will not

be described here, the readers can refer to this literature for more details [44]. In

Chapter 5, a new way of relaxation measurement using frequency swept continuous

wave (CW) LOD EPR developed by the author will be introduced. This system has

the advantage of being able to measure ultra-short relaxation time at ultra-low field.

Both CW LOD EPR and pulsed LOD EPR can be used in spectroscopy. Since

relaxation time measurement is an important part of spectroscopy, this paragraph

will not include the experiments mentioned before. The first field swept LOD EPR

spectrum of DPPH was obtained by the Chiarini group [45]. They applied two RF

fields with different carrier frequencies, and the longitudinal magnetization oscillated

at the frequency that equaled the subtraction between the two carrier frequencies.

The signal itself instead of its derivative (as in the conventional EPR experiments)

was measured. The Martinelli group showed that when using two different RF fields,

there was a strong dependence of the longitudinally detected signal on the saturation

factor that was affected by both T1 and T2 [46]. This allowed the LOD EPR to detect

a spin species among other species present in the sample as long as its saturation

factor was greater. They succeeded in detecting Mn2+ in substitutional position in

a sample of MgO doped with MnCl2, which was quite undetectable using transverse

detection.

LOD EPR has also been applied in imaging, especially in-vivo imaging because

of the high filling factor of its coil and its resistance against perturbation in resonant

properties. The Yokoyama group obtained LOD EPR CT images of a rat’s head

after the injection of nitroxide at several hundred MHz [47]–[49]. It can also be

combined with other imaging method to obtain more comprehensive information of

the sample. Nicholson et al. combined LOD EPR with proton NMR imaging and

obtained sequential images of the nitroxide free radical Tempol [50].
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Chapter 3

Fictitious Field

3.1 Rotating Frame

Up to this point, all the discussion has been made in the laboratory frame. A

more convenient reference frame is introduced in this section for easier analysis of the

magnetization.

Because of the Larmor precession, the xy component of the magnetization rotates

around z-axis at Larmor frequency and accumulates phase. It is thus difficult to

visualize how the magnetization evolves in the lab frame. If a reference frame is

chosen so that it rotates together with the precessing spin, Mx,y will not be moving

in this reference frame. This rotating reference frame takes out the phase evolution

of the transverse magnetization and simplifies the trajectory of the spin.

Assume the rotation of this frame is defined by a rotational angular velocity

vector Ω

Ω = −ωẑ, (3.1)

where ω is the amplitude of the rotation frequency, ẑ is the unit direction vector along

z-axis.

When transferring from the lab frame to a rotating frame, the time rate of change

of any vector V rotated by Ω is changed and could be described as [51]

(
dV

dt
)rot = (

dV

dt
)lab + V × Ω. (3.2)
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Replace V with M , use the
dM

dt
in the standard Bloch equation and neglect

the relaxation time, Eq. 3.2 becomes

(
dM

dt
)rot = (

dM

dt
)lab +M × Ω

= γM ×B +M × Ω

= γM × (B +
Ω

γ
)

= γM ×Beff .

(3.3)

In the rotating frame, the magnetization can be viewed as precessing around the ef-

fective magnetic field defined by Eq. 3.3. Assume there only exists a z-axis polarizing

field B0 and neglect relaxation, in the lab frame, Mx,y precesses around z-axis at the

Larmor frequency ω0 = γB0. If ω = ω0, the frame rotates at the Larmor frequency,

B +
Ω

γ
= B0 −

ω0

γ
= 0. It means that the magnetization is static in the rotating

frame of reference.

Fig. 3.1. The components of the effective field in a rotating frame that rotates at
ω0. The transverse component of the magnetization is fixed to x’-axis.

The
Ω

γ
term is named as fictitious field in the conventional magnetic resonance
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[52] and is different from the fictitious field definition introduced in this thesis. The

fictitious field in this thesis can be seen as a more general form. Instead of accounting

only the rotation of reference frames, it accounts for the relaxation term and the

effects from the RF field. More details will be included in section 3.2.

In magnetic resonance, it is quite common to use a linearly-polarized RF field

instead of a circularly-polarized RF field to avoid the complexity of building a second

pair of RF coils. A linearly-polarized RF field can be decomposed into two counter-

rotating RF fields, one rotates clockwise and the other counter-clockwise:

B1 cos (ωRF t)x̂ =
B1

2
((cos (ωRF t)x̂+sin (ωRF t)ŷ)+(cos (ωRF t)x̂−sin (ωRF t)ŷ)), (3.4)

where ωRF is the carrier frequency of the RF field, x̂ and ŷ are the unit direction

vectors along x and y axis.

Fig. 3.2. A linearly polarized RF field can be divided into two counter-rotating com-
ponents. B1 is the linearly polarized RF field, B′

1 is the counter-clockwise rotating
component and B′′

1 is the clock-wise rotating component.

When choosing the reference frame that rotates together with the counter-

clockwise RF field (electron has negative charge), the other RF component has a

frequency of 2ωRF in relation to this rotating frame. If B0 is large enough, there is

neglectable effects from the clockwise component because it is far from the electron
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precession frequency and its effect will be evened out. However, if the polarizing

field is not strong enough, the electron spins will be affected by the clock-wise RF

component, which can be described using the Bloch-Siegert shift [53].

3.2 Definition and Derivation

For a longitudinal detection setup, signal is caused purely by the change in Mz.

As a result, we will only focus on the expression of the z-axis magnetization in the

derivation of the relevant theory and neglect the transverse magnetization. We begin

by assuming a small z-axis polarizing field B0 and a circularly polarized RF field B1

on the xy-plane. If there is no field modulation, in the steady state, the solution of the

longitudinal magnetization using the modified Bloch equation was given in Chaper 2:

Mz =
(∆ωτ)(γB1τ)MB1

eq + [1 + (∆ωτ)2]MB0
eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2
, (2.29)

The longitudinal magnetization Mz can be divided into two parts:

Mz = MB0
z +MB1

z , (3.5)

where MB0
z is the part arises from the static polarizing field B0 that equals MB0

eq and

MB1
z is the part that is caused by the RF field.

Since the receive coil is actually detecting the flux change along z-axis, a de-

tectable longitudinal signal is produced from the modulation of Mz, which can be

achieved by modulating either B0 or B1. In actual experiments, it is not easy to

vary the static magnetic fields within a short period of time because of hardware

limitations such as eddy current [54]. As a result, Mz modulation from RF field

manipulation is chosen over changing B0 in our approach. To help conceptualize how

Mz is affected by the RF field changes, an RF-induced fictitious field is introduced

in this thesis to account for the effect of the RF field alone.

In the steady state, the amplitude of the fictitious field equals the z-axis static

field that would produce the same amount of longitudinal magnetization as the RF
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field. Thus, the fictitious field is defined as

Bfict
def
=
MB1

z

χ/µ

=
(Mz −MB0

eq )

χ/µ

=
µ

χ

((∆ωτ)(γB1τ)MB1
eq + (1 + (∆ωτ)2)MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2
−MB0

eq

)
=
µ

χ

((∆ωτ)(γB1τ)MB1
eq +MB0

eq + (∆ωτ)2MB0
eq −MB0

eq − (∆ωτ)2MB0
eq − (γB1τ)2MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

)
=
µ

χ

(τ 2γB1M
B1
eq ∆ω − τ 2(γB1)2MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

)
=
µ

χ

(τ 2γB1M
B1
eq (γB0 − ωRF )− τ 2(γB1)2MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

)
=
µ

χ

(τ 2(γB1)(γB0)MB1
eq − τ 2(γB1)ωRFM

B1
eq − τ 2(γB1)2MB0

eq

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

)

=
µ

χ

(τ 2(γB1)(γB0)
χ

µ
B1 − τ 2(γB1)ωRF

χ

µ
B1 − τ 2(γB1)2χ

µ
B0

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

)
=

−τ 2(γB1)ωRFB1

1 + (∆ωτ)2 + (γB1τ)2

=

ωRF
γ

((
∆ω

γ
)/B1)2 + ((

1

γτ
)/B1)2 + 1

.

(3.6)

By multiplying the RF-induced fictitious field Bfict by the coefficient
χ

µ
, the

longitudinal magnetization caused by the RF field can readily be obtained. Via using

a fictitious field framework, it is clear that, even when B0 = 0, there is non-zero Mz

resulting from the RF field. When changing the RF field properties, the fictitious field

is changed, which leads to the change in Mz and thus the longitudinal signal. This

fictitious field qualifies as a figure of merit for the longitudinal magnetization caused

by the RF field. Of note, the fictitious fields invoked in previous magnetic resonance

literature arise from coordinate frame rotation, whereas the present fictitious field
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accounts for relaxation and RF field strength [52]. To some extent, the latter is a

more general form of the previous fictitious field definitions.

When B1 �
∣∣∣∣∆ωγ

∣∣∣∣ and B1 �
1

γτ
, the second and third terms in the denominator

of Eq. 3.6 can be neglected, and Bfict simplifies to

Bfict =
ωRF
γ
. (3.7)

When the RF field strength is sufficient to meet the asymptotic condition above,

which is commonly true in conventional EPR experiments, multiplying Bfict by the

coefficient
χ

µ
yields the RF-induced longitudinal magnetization:

MB1
z = −χ

µ

ωRF
γ
. (3.8)

Interestingly, the longitudinal magnetization polarized by the RF field is proportional

to its carrier frequency: the faster the RF field rotates, the bigger the Mz becomes. It

does not depend on other parameters such as the RF field strength. Eq. 3.8 shares an

intriguing formal similarity with the equation for the Barnett effect [55]. The Barnett

effect describes the spontaneous magnetization that can be produced by rotation of

paramagnetic elements in an uncharged body [56].

When it comes to common situations, Bfict is affected by both the amplitude

and the frequency of the RF field. If the RF field amplitude B1 increases, the first

and second terms in the denominator of Eq. 3.6 decrease and Mz increases. There is

a positive correlation between Bfict and B1.

To obtain the relationship between Bfict and ωRF when B1 is fixed, the derivative

of Bfict with respect to ωRF is calculated:

∂Bfict

∂ωRF
= −

γ2(B1
2 +B0

2) +
1

τ 2
− ωRF 2

γ3B1
2
(

1 + ((
∆ω

γ
)/B1)2 + ((

1

γτ
)/B1)2

)2
, (3.9)
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from which it can be shown that a local extremum for Bfict occurs when

|ωRF | =
√
γ2(B0

2 +B1
2) +

1

τ 2
. (3.10)

Again, at the frequencies commonly used in conventional EPR, γB1 and
1

τ
are ne-

glectable compared to γB0. Under these conditions, the ωRF setting to produce a

local extremum of Bfict simplifies to |γB0|, which is the familiar “on-resonance” con-

dition in conventional EPR and NMR. However, under certain conditions, Eq. 3.10

can be used to measure ultra-short relaxation times. More details on the theory as

well as preliminary experiment results will be provided in chapter 4.

For the extreme case when no static polarizing field exists (B0 = 0) and assum-

ing
1

τ
� γB1, the maximum fictitious field amplitude and thus the maximum RF

polarized Mz amplitude occurs when∣∣∣∣ωRFγ
∣∣∣∣ = B1. (3.11)

Substituting Eq. 3.11 into Eq. 3.6 and neglect the second term in the denominator

because
1

τ
� γB1, the maximum fictitious field is simplified to

ωRF
2γ

.

Plots in Fig. 3.3 show the re-scaled longitudinal magnetization as a function of∣∣∣∣ωRFγ
∣∣∣∣ for three different settings of B1, with B0 = 0 in all cases. In these simulations

of the modified Bloch equation, the relaxation time is set to 1 µs, which makes
1

τ
insignificant relative to all γB1 values used. The peak positions for all three curves

agree well with predictions based on the analytical solution derived above (Eq. 3.11).
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Fig. 3.3. A plot of the re-scaled Mz dependence on carrier frequency for three
different RF field strengths, at B0 = 0, as predicted from modified Bloch-equation

simulations. The peaks of all three curves occur at
ωRF
γ

= B1.

3.3 Fictitious Field Modulation

3.3.1 Amplitude Modulation

According to Eq. 3.6, the fictitious field is affected by both the field strength

and the carrier frequency of the RF field. At a fixed setting of the carrier frequency

ωRF , Bfict can be made to vary periodically by modulating the amplitude of B1. The

simplest way to accomplish this is just to turn an on-resonant RF drive field on and

off, which is exactly what Whitfield and Redfield did in their experiment [12]. When

the RF field is on, the amplitude of the fictitious field is given by

|Bfict| =

ωRF
γ

1 +
(
(

1

γτ
)/B1

)2
. (3.12)
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When the RF field is turned off, the fictitious field disappears. With the RF field

turned on and off, the fictitious field switches between the value given by Eq. 3.12

and 0.

Sinusoidal modulation is also commonly used in amplitude modulation. The

time-dependent fictitious field of a sine-modulated RF field can be written as

Bfict =

ωRF
γ

1 +
(
(

1

γτ
)/B1 sin (ωmodt)

)2

=
ωRF
γ

B1
2 sin2 (ωmodt)

B1
2 sin2(ωmodt) + 1/(γτ)2

(3.13)

3.3.2 Frequency Modulation

Similarly, when the amplitude of the RF field is fixed, the frequency of the RF

field can be modulated to achieve fictitious field modulation. The simplest frequency

modulated pulse is a chirp pulse: its amplitude is fixed and its frequency changes

linearly with time within each pulse duration. Assume the center frequency of the

frequency sweep is the Larmor frequency ω0, the pulse duration is Tp and the sweeping

bandwidth is ∆ω. The frequency profile of a chirp pulse is

ωRF (t) = ω0 −
1

2
∆ω +

∆ω

Tp
t. (3.14)

At the beginning of each pulse, the carrier frequency of the RF field is ω0 −
1

2
∆ω

while at the end of the pulse, the carrier frequency is ω0 +
1

2
∆ω. After substituting

the frequency profile of chirp pulse into Eq. 3.6, the time-dependent fictitious field

can be represented as

Bfict =

ω0 − 1
2
∆ω + ∆ω

Tp
t

γ(
(
−1

2
∆ω + ∆ω

Tp
t

γ
)/B1

)2
+
(
(

1

γτ
)/B1

)2
+ 1

, (3.15)
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which is symmetric about the center frequency over the course of one pulse duration.

Because Bfict is now time dependent, Eq. 3.15 is valid only when assuming short

relaxation time and slow passage execution. A comparison of Mz(t) obtained from

Eq. 3.15 versus computer-aided numerical simulation of the modified Bloch equation

shows this to be a reasonable approximation.

For frequency-swept RF fields such as a hyperbolic secant (HS) pulse, both its

frequency profile and field strength are time-variant [57]:

B1(t) = Bmax
1 sech

(
β(

2t

Tp
− 1)

)
(3.16)

ωRF (t)− ω0 = A tanh
(
β(

2t

Tp
− 1)

)
, (3.17)

where A and β are real constants and Bmax
1 is the maximum RF field strength. In

this case, the time-dependent fictitious field is calculated to be

Bfict(t) = −

ω0 + A tanh (β(2t/Tp − 1))

γ

1 + (
A tanh (β(2t/Tp − 1))

γBmax
1 sech(β(2t/Tp − 1))

)2 + (
1

γτBmax
1 sech(β(2t/Tp − 1))

)2

.

(3.18)

Similar to the chirp pulse, the fictitious field of the HS pulse is also symmetric about
ω0

γ
within one pulse. The longitudinal component of the total effective field is calcu-

lated from the vector sum of the fictitious field Bfict and the polarizing field B0. As

a result, the total effective field is symmetric about zero, whether in the lab frame or

in the rotating frame.

3.4 Longitudinal Signal from Fictitious Field Mod-

ulation

In the previous sections, the modified Bloch equation was applied to simulate

the magnetization behavior in an ultra-low frequency range. This section describes

the principles underlying the creation and optimization of longitudinal magnetiza-
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tion signal from fictitious-field modulation. In the discussion to follow, discrete time

integration of the modified Bloch equation, as programmed in MATLAB, was used

to calculate the temporal dependence of Mz. Parameters used in simulations were

constrained to those that could be experimentally realized using our home-built LOD

EPR apparatus and samples.

3.4.1 Mz Patterns from Fictitious Field Modulation

As described in section 3.3, two different approaches are possible for generating

periodic longitudinal magnetization patterns. One is to amplitude modulate an RF

field with fixed carrier frequency, while the second one is to use a frequency-swept

RF field.

Fig. 3.4 shows the longitudinal magnetization patterns created by two different

types of pulse sequences in the steady state, with and without a longitudinal polarizing

field B0. In these plots, the longitudinal magnetization Mz is plotted as a function

of time covering one repetition period TR.

Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show simulation results for an amplitude-modulated RF

pulse (square pulse). A 24 MHz sine wave is turned on and off at 270 kHz modulation

frequency, of which the sine wave is on for half of the time (duty cycle equals 50%).

When B0 =
24 MHz

γ
, this sine wave is on-resonant; when B0 = 0, the off-resonance

frequency ∆ω equals 24 MHz. Figures 3.4c and 3.4d show the results for an HS pulse

that sweeps a bandwidth of 24 MHz around the resonant frequency that equals γB0.

In Fig. 3.4c, B0 =
24 MHz

γ
, the resonant frequency is 24 MHz; in Fig. 3.4d, B0 = 0,

the resonant frequency equals 0. The sweeping bandwidth of the HS pulse is set to be

24 MHz to make the fictitious field change comparable to the amplitude-modulated

pulse case. The HS pulse has a pulse duration equal to the repetition time TR for

Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b.

The maximum RF field amplitude is set to 1.9 Gauss throughout the simulations

and the spin relaxation time is set to 60 ns. These parameters are chosen according

to our experimental plans and hardware limitations. In all four cases, there are

repeatable longitudinal magnetization patterns when the spins reach steady state.
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Fig. 3.4. Steady state longitudinal magnetization patterns obtained with γB0 = 24
MHz (a, c) and γB0 = 0 (b, d), when using an amplitude-modulated sine wave (a,
b) or a frequency-swept HS pulse (c, d). These results are obtained from modified
Bloch equation simulations.

3.4.2 Factors Affecting the Longitudinal Signal Energy

Because the flux change caused by the change of Mz is the source of signal in

LOD EPR, here the factors affecting ∆Mz are investigated. As discussed above in

the section on fictitious-field modulation, when an on-resonant square pulse is turned

on and off, ∆Mz simply equals the change of the fictitious field multiplied by the

coefficient
χ

µ
:

|∆Mz| =
χ

µ
|∆Bfict| =

χ

µ

ωRF
γ

1 + ((
1

γτ
)/B1)2

. (3.19)

It is clear that when the RF field strength increases, the second term in the denomina-

tor decreases and thus |∆Mz| increases. When B1 increases further, the second turn

approaches zero. As a result, |∆Mz| keeps increasing until it reaches a plateau value
χω

µγ
. Because transmit circuit with high RF power is difficult to build, it is unneces-
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sary to try to obtain the plateau value of ∆Mz. 80% is an alternative cost-efficient

choice. When |∆Mz| is 80% of the plateau value, B1 can be calculated from

|∆Mz| =
χ

µ

ωRF
γ

1 + ((
1

γτ
)/B1)2

= 0.8 · χω
µγ

,

B1 =
2

γτ
,

(3.20)

which interestingly is independent of ωRF .

When B0 = 0, there is no on-resonant condition because the resonant frequency

is zero. The B1 needed to achieve 80% of the plateau |∆Mz| can be derived from

similar analysis:

B1 = 2

√
(
ωRF
γ

)2 + (
1

γτ
)2. (3.21)

Fig. 3.5 shows plots of the normalized ∆Mz as a function of B1 for the case of a

circularly polarized field that is amplitude modulated (square pulse), at four different

B0 values. The simulations are performed with τ set to 60 ns, which is a reported

relaxation time of 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) [58]. Three of the curves

with nonzero B0 are from on-resonant RF fields, and the carrier frequency of each is

equal with γB0. For all three curves, ∆Mz reaches 80% of the plateau value when B1

is around 1.9 Gauss, which fits the prediction of Eq. 3.20.

As for the curve corresponding to B0 = 0, its carrier frequency is set to be the

same as that of the on-resonant RF field at B0 = 8 Gauss, which makes its plateau

value (not shown) close to that of the B0 = 8 Gauss case. The B1 value needed

to reach 80% of the plateau value is calculated to be ∼16 Gauss, almost 10-times

bigger than the 1.9 Gauss required for B0 6= 0 cases. This can be explained by the

extra (
ωRF
γ

)2 term in Eq. 3.21, which makes that difference keep increasing as ωRF

increases. It is obvious that for B0 = 0, the |∆Mz| value can be made comparable

to those values attained with B0 6= 0, but experimental factors, such as the lowest

carrier frequency required for a certain modulation frequency and the achievable RF

field strength, in practice will likely limit the longitudinal signal at B0 = 0 to be

significantly smaller than that at B0 6= 0.
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Fig. 3.5. Plots of ∆Mz as a function of the circularly-polarized RF field strength
B1, at different polarizing field strength B0. When B0 6= 0, the B1 values to reach
80% of the plateau |∆Mz| are the same for all cases with B0 6= 0, which is indicated
by a dashed line parallel with the vertical axis.

Besides being affected by ∆Mz, the longitudinal signal is also affected by the

detection frequency. To achieve highest sensitivity, the detection circuit is tuned to

the modulation frequency of the fictitious field. As a result, only the longitudinal

signal at the modulation frequency ωmod needs to be considered when calculating the

signal energy per unit time [59]:

E = ωmod

∫ 1
ωmod

0

dMz

dt
e−jωmodtdt, (3.22)

which is valid at any value of B0. The optimal modulation frequency ωop is defined

as the ωmod value that, using Eq. 3.22, will result in the maximum signal energy per

unit time in the steady state.

According to simulations based on the modified Bloch equation, at any non-zero

B0, except for placing a upper limit on the modulation frequency, the value of ωRF

of an on-resonant square pulse has negligible effect on the ωmod. Thus, ωmod is only a
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function of B1 and τ . From simulations, ωop is proportional to
1

τ
for fixed B1 between

0.5 and 10 Gauss and τ between 10 and 100 ns, which is exactly the range we are

interested in. The slope and y-intercept are determined by B1; Specifically, for a

square pulse

ωop =
f(B1)

τ
+ g(B1), (3.23)

where f(B1) and g(B1) are B1-dependent functions, B1 is in unit of Gauss, τ is in s

and ωop is in Hz.

To estimate f(B1) and g(B1) for the square pulse, a set of simulations of ωop are

performed with different RF field strengths and spin relaxation times. Both f(B1)

and g(B1) could be represented by fourth degree polynomials:

f(B1) = 6.65×10−5×B1
4−1.9×10−3×B1

3+1.8×10−2×B1
2−0.05×B1+0.24 (3.24)

g(B1) = −2.4×103×B1
4+7.2×104×B1

3−7.2×105×B1
2+3.5×106×B1−1.3×106.

(3.25)

Fig. 3.6 shows the comparison between the ωop predicted from the polynomial

equation (Eq. 3.23) and the values calculated from the modified Bloch equation

using B1 = 1.9 Gauss, which is the expected optimal B1 for DPPH calculated from

Eq. 3.20, assuming a relaxation time of 60 ns. The curves are similar to each other

except for some minor deviations around the long relaxation times. The polynomial

equation for ωop is helpful for determining the optimal ωmod for τ between 10 and

100 ns and B1 between 0.5 and 10 Gauss, when amplitude-modulating to create a

sequence of square pulses. The author also tried to derive an analytical expression

for the optimal modulation frequency. However, the situations got too complicated

so only a numerical expression for ωmod is provided here.
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Fig. 3.6. Plots of the optimal modulation frequency ωop calculated from the poly-
nomial approximation (dashed) and from simulations of the modified Bloch equation
(solid line), at different relaxation times τ using 1.9 Gauss RF field strength.

Based on theoretical predictions for the case of τ ∼60 ns, experimental mea-

surements of DPPH should be performed at a modulation frequency of ∼7 MHz. In

practice, however, other considerations may dictate the choice of a modulation fre-

quency. For example, to generate the required optimal RF field strength of 1.9 Gauss,

a high quality-factor (Q) resonator is needed to attain the requisite RF power levels,

which limits the modulation bandwidth at the same time. On the other hand, one

can always deliver more power into a lower Q resonator, but that power has to be

dissipated somewhere and may cause sample heating problems if dissipated in the

coil. It is also worth mentioning that a modulation frequency optimized for signal

amplitude may have the drawback of producing additional line broadening. Hence

when recording an EPR spectrum or image, a compromise may be needed between

sensitivity and resolution that may favor a modulation frequency below the signal op-

timum. To achieve high SNR for τ ∼60 ns with the least power, the obvious solution

is to operate beyond 70 MHz carrier frequency with ∼7 MHz modulation frequency.
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However, as described below in the experimental section, ωmod ∼270 kHz in our initial

experiments, due to hardware limitations of our apparatus.

We now return to the general question of modulation optimization. Figure 3.7

shows the relationship between the signal energy, modulation frequency, and relax-

ation time, with and without a polarizing field, for the cases of square pulse and

frequency-swept HS pulse.

Fig. 3.7. Relative signal energy as a function of ωmod and τ , with and without B0,
in the case of square-pulse modulation (a, b) or HS-pulse modulation (c, d), using
RF field strengths optimized for the square pulse. These results are obtained from
modified Bloch equation simulations.

The simulation parameters are similar to those used to generate Fig. 3.4, except

the resonant frequency is raised up to 150 MHz in Figs. 3.7a and 3.7c to allow

investigation of a wider modulation frequency range. The sweeping bandwidth of

the HS pulse is set to be 150 MHz to keep the absolute change in Bfict comparable

to that produced by the square pulse. The signal energy per unit time is obtained
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from Eq. 3.22, with B1 set to the optimal value at each τ , for the case of the

amplitude-modulated (square) pulse. For τ between 10 and 100 ns, the optimal

B1 varies between ∼1 to ∼10 Gauss, which are readily achievable experimentally.

Because equations describing optimal conditions for the frequency-swept pulses have

yet to be derived (due to the increased complexity of the derivation), the HS pulse

used parameters optimized for the square pulse. Of note, in all cases the maximum

obtainable signal energy per unit time increases as τ decreases. The relaxation time

of DPPH is reported to be ∼60 ns while that of IONP is around 10 ns [58], [60];

thus, theory predicts higher signal intensity from IONP in optimal situations. Of

course, high B1 is required to achieve maximum signal energy per unit time, which

has practical limitations.
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Chapter 4

Spectroscopy and Imaging

This work has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Magnetic Reso-

nance [61].

4.1 Ultra-low Field Spectroscopy Using LOD

4.1.1 Experiment Principles

In EPR imaging, the spatial resolution is inversely proportional to the full width

half maximum (FWHM) of the spectral line-width [62]. Hence, spectra of the samples

help with getting a better understanding of the gradient required for spatial encoding.

As was shown in chapter 3, when amplitude modulating a sine wave (square pulse),

maximum longitudinal signal occurs when the fictitious field Bfict is anti-parallel to

B0 and has the maximum amplitude when the RF field is on. Since it is difficult

to build a broad-band frequency sweep transmit circuit, field sweep is chosen over

frequency sweep to obtain EPR spectra in this section.

According to Eq. 3.6, if keep the carrier frequency of the RF field ωRF fixed and

sweep the polarizing field B0, the maximum Bfict occurs when the first term in the

denominator equals zero. In other words, ∆ω = 0 and ωRF = ω0, which is similar

to the on-resonance situation in conventional EPR. Of note, the RF field amplitude

and the sample relaxation time will not have effects on the spectral peak position.

Eq. 3.10 only applies to the situation of sweeping the carrier frequency of the RF
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field; when sweeping the polarizing field,
∂Bfict

∂B0

should be used to determine the peak

position instead of
∂Bfict

∂ωRF
.

Simulated LOD-EPR spectra, as predicted by the modified Bloch equation, are

shown in Fig. 4.1. Different τ values are used to investigate its effect on the spectral

line-width. The simulations of this experiment use square-pulse modulation (i.e., a

sine wave with a fixed carrier frequency turned on and off at the modulation frequency

ωmod). Since the receive circuit in our actual experiments records the Fourier trans-

form of the averaged time-domain signal at the modulation frequency, the relative

signal energy is calculated using Eq. 3.22.

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show the simulated spectra for τ = 10 and 60 ns, when

using a linearly polarized square pulse (Fig. 4.1a) or a circularly polarized one (Fig.

4.1b). In both plots, the square pulse is turned on and off at 270 kHz and its carrier

frequency is fixed at 24 MHz. The RF field strength is set to 2 Gauss throughout the

experiment. All curves are normalized to their maximum value to maintain the same

scale, and all peaks in the plot of the circularly polarized RF field occur around the

B0 value that is expected, at
ωRF
γ

.

It has been explained in section 3.1 that a linearly polarized RF field can be

divided into two counter-rotating circularly polarized RF fields. They have the same

RF field strength that equals
B1

2
, and opposite carrier frequency ωRF and −ωRF . As

a result, there exist two peaks in the plot of the linearly polarized RF field. As B0

approaches zero, the two counter-rotating components are not sufficiently separated

[16]. The process by which an off-resonance counter-rotating field component influ-

ences a spectral peak is described by the Bloch-Siegert shift [53]. Analytical solutions

for the Bloch-Siegert shift are available, all of which have dependency on only two

parameters: the RF field strength and the static field Larmor frequency [63]–[65].

The Bloch-Siegert shift is not obvious in Fig. 4.1a because when B1 equals 2

Gauss and B0 equals 8.5 Gauss, the shift is calculated to be only ∼0.1 MHz. In other

words, the RF field strength is not strong enough to cause an observable shift. As a

result, all peaks in Fig. 4.1a are pretty close to the peak position in Fig. 4.1b.
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Fig. 4.1. Simulated spectra using linearly- versus circularly-polarized RF, for dif-
ferent values of τ . (a) Linearly-polarized RF field with τ = 10 ns and 60 ns. (b)
Circularly-polarized RF field with τ = 10 ns and 60 ns.

However, when keeping ωRF and B1 fixed and shortening the relaxation time,

there is an obvious shift of the spectral peak, which could be described (to first

order) as a superposition of the signal caused by the off-resonance counter-rotating

RF component. To illustrate this point, Fig. 4.2 shows simulated spectra obtained
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with a linearly- and circularly-polarized RF field using a short τ of 1 ns, while keeping

the same ωRF and B1 values as in Fig. 4.1. There is a significant peak shift in the

linearly-polarized case while the peak position of the circularly-polarized case remains

at ∼8.5 Gauss.

Fig. 4.2. Simulated spectra using linearly- versus circularly-polarized RF for τ = 1
ns. Obvious Bloch-Siegert shift can be observed for the curve of the linearly-polarized
field.

4.1.2 Instrumentation

An LOD EPR system for spectroscopy consists of three main parts: B0 coil

circuit, transmit coil circuit and detection circuit. A block diagram of the experiment

set up is shown in Fig. 4.3. Most of the electronic components are programmable

and can be remotely controlled via local network, which facilitates the automation of

the experimental procedure.
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Fig. 4.3. Diagram of the LOD EPR spectroscopy apparatus that contains three main
parts: B0 coil circuit (2-5), transmit coil circuit (6-13) and detection circuit (15-20). 1.
Computer, 2 & 3. Power supply (Siglent Technologies SPD1168X), 4. Industrial relay
controller (NCD ProXR), 5. Home-built Helmholtz coils pair to provide adjustable B0

field, 6. Waveform generator (Rigol DG992), 7. Double balanced mixer (Mini-Circuits
ZAY-3+), 8. Connectorized bandpass filter (Mini-Circuits ZABP-16+), 9. Power
amplifier (Mini-Circuits LZY-22+), 10. Ferrite balun (Würth Elektronik WE-STAR-
TEC), 11. Matching capacitors, 12. Resonating capacitors, 13. 3D-printed copper
tape transmit coil, optional 90 degree quadrature channel omitted for clarity, 14.
Sample, 15. 3D-printed receive coil, 16. Tuning capacitor, 17. Connectorized low pass
filter (Mini-Circuits BLP-5+), 18. Preamplifier (SRS SIM911), 19. Connectorized low
pass filter (Mini-Circuits BLP-1.9+), 20. 12-16 bit oscilloscope (PicoScope 4224).

The z-axis polarizing field B0 is generated by a pair of 100-turn coils made from

18 AWG enameled copper wire. The coil pair is arranged in an approximate Helmholtz

configuration, with a wire bundle centroid diameter of 14 cm and a spacing of 10 cm.

An industrial relay controller (NCD ProXR) is used for switching the field direction

generated by the coil pair under sequence control. When measuring sample spectra,

the same current is directed into both coils, resulting in a homogeneous magnetic field
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throughout the sample area. Via switching the relay controller, the B0 direction can

be flipped, enabling field sweep between -40 and +40 Gauss. To prevent overheating,

a home-designed water cooling system made of components purchased from Koolance

is attached to the z-axis coil pair, the schematic of which is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4. Home-designed water cooling system. 1. Cooling tube attached to the
z-axis coil pair (Koolance HOS-06CL), 2. TEE connector (Koolance SPL-XUFY5B),
3. Radiator (Koolance HX-720), 4. Reservoir and Pump (Koolance RP-985).

Presently the transmit coil is made of 1-inch wide copper tape wrapped around

a ∼10 cm long 3D-printed coil base (Fig. 4.5). The coil is shaped as a long rectangle

to create a uniform field over a sample with 4.3 mm inner diameter and a length that

is several times longer than the diameter. Via tuning the matching capacitors and the

resonating capacitors, the transmit coil resonates at 24 MHz and has a Q-factor of

44. The modulated transmit waveform is programmed using a Rigol DG992 waveform

generator. One channel of the Rigol outputs a sine wave at the carrier frequency while

the second channel outputs a waveform at the modulation frequency. After passing

through the double balanced mixer (Mini-Circuits ZAY-3+), the resultant waveform

is a 24 MHz sine wave modulated at the desired frequency. The modulated waveform

is then amplified by a 30 W broadband-power RF amplifier (Mini-Circuits LZY-22+)

and directed into the transmit coil. A ferrite balun is used to convert to balanced

drive to reduce RF currents in the experimental chassis.

In initial experiments, circularly-polarized RF fields were used. However, there
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was vestigial excitation on the low field side as shown in Fig. 3 of the Whitfield and

Redfield’s paper [12]. Because the difficulty of getting satisfactory balanced quadra-

ture with our initial setup outstripped its importance in the larger sense of demon-

strating the effect, we decided to proceed with spectroscopy and imaging using linear

polarization. As described in the spectral simulation section, a linearly-polarized RF

field is associated with odd-function images around zero field; but with enough static

field, the image separation is adequate for our proof of principle goals.

Fig. 4.5. Home-designed 3D-printed transmit and receive coils, arranged 90 degree
to each other. The labeling is the same as in Fig. 4.3

Signal is received by a 140-turn, ∼6 cm diameter Litz-wire coil wound on a 3D-

printed base (Fig. 4.5). This coil has a capacitor-tuned frequency around 270 kHz,

an inductance of 1.08 mH and a loaded Q-factor of 14. Low pass filters (Mini-Circuits

BLP-5+) are used to eliminate signal energy at unwanted frequencies throughout the

detection circuit. The output of the receive coil is fed to the low noise differential

amplifier (SRS SIM911) at a gain of 100. After amplification, the signal is collected

by a 12-bit high-resolution oscilloscope (PicoScope 4224) and sampled at a frequency

of 5 MHz continuously for one or two seconds at a time, then transformed into the

frequency domain. Further averaging is employed with certain samples/experiments.
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The coil bases for both transmit and receive coils are 3D printed and fixed in a

position that provides symmetry and orthogonality, with a through-bore hole in the

center to accommodate a 5 mm NMR tube. Whenever possible, the routing of coil

wires is arranged to cancel or minimize (transmit/receive) coupling. The experiment is

specifically sensitive to amplifier second harmonic distortion, which causes a spectral

line at the carrier modulation frequency. This competes directly with the desired

signal. We call it leakage and it is minimized by balancing the coil capacitively as

well as inductively. It is found that we could decrease the leakage caused by the

non-linearity in the system using virtual grounding. The resonating capacitors are

split on both ends of the transmit coil and the junctions between the capacitors are

capacitively coupled to the base plate of the system. Braids are used to connect the

grounding of each electronic components together. Copper shields and Aluminum

shields are also applied to cover the coils for further leakage reduction. The main

part of the real experiment set up with the virtual grounding, shielding, braids and

part of the cooling system is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6. Center part of the real experiment set up. The transmit and receive coils
are sealed within the aluminum plates and the copper foils to reduce leakage. The
tube containing the pink liquid is part of the water cooling system.
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4.1.3 Results and Discussion

To test the principles of fictitious field, part of the Whitfield and Redfield ex-

periment at zero polarizing field B0 was revisited with DPPH and then extended to

IONP [12]. The B0 coil pair for generating the longitudinal static field was also used

to cancel out the earth’s magnetic field. The system was carefully orientated using a

Gauss meter so that only one axis was required for cancellation. A 24 MHz circularly

polarized pulse was modulated to create detectable longitudinal signal.

Fig. 4.7. FFT of the experimentally acquired longitudinal signal from IONP at zero
polarizing field.

Separate 5 mm NMR tubes were filled with 3 cm of poly-crystalline DPPH pow-

der (Sigma Aldrich) and 2 cm of IONP gel (Imagion Biosystems) at a concentration

of 1 mg Fe/ml. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the received time-domain sig-

nal showed a peak at the modulation frequency (set to 277 kHz in this experiment)

for both samples when they were inserted into the center of the receive coil, which

demonstrated the effectiveness of the fictitious field in driving spins. The experimen-

tal result for IONP is shown in Fig. 4.7. The small peak at 50 kHz comes from

the switching frequency of a power supply nearby. To verify that the main signal
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originated from the sample, the experiment was repeated with an empty NMR tube,

in which case no signal was observed.

For spectroscopy experiments, the carrier frequency was 24 MHz, which corre-

sponded to the resonant frequency for a polarizing field of ∼8.6 Gauss. The modula-

tion frequency was set as before to ∼270 kHz. The relay controller was set so that the

current flows in the same direction as in a standard Helmholtz coil pair, a relatively

homogeneous field was generated across the sample region. Stepping the current from

negative 2.8 A to positive 2.8 A caused B0 to vary between -40 to 40 Gauss and the

field-swept spectra were obtained within that range.

The FFT magnitude of the recorded signal levels versus B0 amplitude for DPPH

and IONP, overlaid by the simulations presented in the experiment principles section,

are shown in Fig. 4.8. A linearly-polarized RF field was used in this experiment

as explained above. Of note, the leakage caused by the non-linearity in the circuit

appears to be a first-order baseline after signal averaging and has been subtracted from

the measured spectra. The measured peak position for DPPH is very closed to what

we predicted from simulation in Fig. 4.1a. However, the measured IONP spectrum

(blue dots) is significantly shifted as compared to the simulation of a spin having a

10 ns relaxation time (red curve). The simulated spectrum of 3.5 ns relaxation time

(yellow curve) is clearly a better fit to the experimental data, suggesting an incorrect

assumed value of τ and that τ may be frequency dependent. The RF field strength

and carrier frequency were kept the same when measuring the spectra for DPPH and

IONP; the peak shift of IONP supports the theoretical prediction that the signal

caused by the off-resonance counter-rotating RF component is more significant when

the relaxation time is very short. The experimental spectral peaks were broader than

the simulated ones, possibly as a result of non-uniform B0 within the sample.
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Fig. 4.8. Experimentally acquired spectra of DPPH (a) and IONP (b) overlaid by
the simulation results. The simulation results are solid curves while the experiment
results are dotted.

To explore the possibility of using this set up to quantify the concentration of

IONP, the 1 mg Fe/mL IONP sample was diluted several times to obtain 0.33 mg
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Fe/mL, 0.2 mg Fe/mL and 0.03 mg Fe/mL solutions. Spectral measurements were

then conducted on the same volume of IONP samples after dilution. Fig. 4.9 shows

the relationship between the peak values of the spectra and the sample concentrations.

The red crossing marks are the recorded data and the blue line is the linear fit. The R-

squared value of the linear regression model is 99.1%, which indicates that the spectral

peak amplitude is strongly linearly proportional to the sample concentration.

Fig. 4.9. Linear fit of the measured spectral peak vs. IONP concentration.

4.2 Ultra-low Field 1D Imaging Using LOD

4.2.1 Experiment Principles

Except for detecting along z-axis, the basic principle of imaging using LOD EPR

is quite similar to that of the conventional EPR. A gradient along z-axis is added to

the polarizing field B0. When the carrier frequency is fixed, only the spins around

the position where the Bfict is maximum generates signal, the amplitude of which is

proportional to the spin density. Via shifting the position of the maximum Bfict, spin

density along z-axis can be measured throughout the sample and produces 1D imag-
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ing. The image resolution is limited by the FWHM of the sample spectral line-width.

According to Fig. 4.8, the FWHM of the DPPH spectrum using a linearly-polarized

RF field is ∼5 Gauss, while that for IONP is ∼25 Gauss. Hence, IONP imaging re-

quires much higher gradient compared to DPPH. As a result, 1D imaging using DPPH

sample is conducted first and imaging IONP is planned for future experiments.

Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated 1D imaging for DPPH sample using a 2 Gauss

linearly polarized square pulse, at 20 Gauss/cm gradient strength. As in the spec-

troscopy section, the carrier frequency of the square pulse is 24 MHz and the modula-

tion frequency is 270 kHz. The phantom planned to be used in the experiment is a 1

cm long 5 mm NMR tube containing two 3 mm long DPPH samples, separated by 3

mm long polyethylene terephthalate (PETG). The PETG material does not produce

EPR signal and is a perfect option to create distinguishable image structure. Distor-

tion of the image is possibly resulted from the Bloch-Siegert shift because a linearly

polarized field is used in this simulation. Bz is close to zero in some region with

the existence of the gradient, which makes the two counter-rotating RF components

separated not far enough.

Fig. 4.10. Simulated 1D image for DPPH sample. The phantom is a 1 cm long 5
mm NMR tube containing two 3 mm long DPPH samples, separated by 3 mm long
polyethylene terephthalate.
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4.2.2 Instrumentation

The experiment set up for 1D imaging is based on the spectroscopy system

introduced in Fig. 4.3, with some modification to the B0 coil pair. For 1D imaging,

the z-axis coil pair is driven separately (as opposed to in series) to create a spatial-

encoding gradient with a DC offset along that axis. When acquiring image data,

the gradient strength is fixed, while the DC offset is varied to produce different on-

resonance positions along the z-axis. By rotating the direction of the gradient field,

in the future it should be possible to expand into 2D and 3D EPR imaging using

back-projection reconstruction [66].

The polarity reversing relay is used for part of the sweep to avoid negative z-axis

static field and notable Bloch-Siegert effect: the gradient is flipped to -20 Gauss/cm

from 20 Gauss/cm right after the resonant position passes the middle point of the

9-mm long sample. For detailed illustration of the process, let the leftmost point of

the phantom be point A, while the rightmost point is point B. Then, at the beginning

of the imaging, point A is set to be on resonance (Bz = 8.5 Gauss) while point B is

at 26.5 Gauss, with a gradient of 20 Gauss/cm. At the end of the 1D imaging, point

B is set to be on resonance (Bz = 8.5 Gauss) while point A is at 26.5 Gauss, with a

gradient of -20 Gauss/cm. As explained in the principle section, 1D projection of the

sample can be obtained by repeatedly shifting the offset field.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

Fig. 4.11 shows the experimentally obtained 1D projection of the DPPH phan-

tom. With a gradient strength at 20 Gauss/cm, a 1D projection was acquired at

a resolution of ∼2.5 mm for DPPH. The noticeable undesirable baseline tilt of the

image may be related to Bloch-Siegert effect. Besides that, the difference between the

simulated and the experiment obtained data is possibly resulted from field inhomo-

geneities. As such, the development of a high-quality quadrature drive with significant

fractional bandwidth is an obvious future goal to further improve image resolution.

Alternatively, this distortion might be avoided in the future by using RF fields opti-

mized for strong driving fields such as pulses with Gaussian shape and pulses designed

with quantum optimal control theory that explicitly include the Bloch-Siegert shift
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[67], [68]. It is also possible that although we assumed literature values for relaxation

times of DPPH, at the low frequency used herein (24 MHz), τ may be frequency de-

pendent because the relative change of B0 covers several orders of magnitude, which

adds to the distortion of the 1D projection [69].

Fig. 4.11. 1D projection of DPPH phantom overlaid with rescaled simulation results:
a 1 cm long NMR tube containing two 3 mm long DPPH samples, separated by 3
mm long PETG.
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Chapter 5

Relaxation Time Measurement

5.1 Theory Derivation

This novel relaxation time measurement is based on the fictitious field theory

introduced in chapter 3. It has been shown in section 3.2 that the fictitious field is

defined as

Bfict =

ωRF
γ

((
∆ω

γ
)/B1)2 + ((

1

γτ
)/B1)2 + 1

. (3.6)

The dependence of the fictitious field on the carrier frequency ωRF , for fixed

polarizing field B0 and RF field B1, is given by

∂Bfict

∂ωRF
= −

γ2(B1
2 +B0

2) +
1

τ 2
− ωRF 2

γ3B1
2
(

1 + ((
∆ω

γ
)/B1)2 + ((

1

γτ
)/B1)2

)2
, (3.9)

from which the local extremum for Bfict occurs at

|ωRF | =
√
γ2(B0

2 +B1
2) +

1

τ 2
6= γB0, (3.10)

where ωRF is in rad/s, B0 and B1 are in T, γ is in rad/s/T, τ is in s.

As discussed in the spectroscopy section, the spectral peak occurs when the
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Bfict is anti-parallel to B0 and has its maximum value. Thus, when keeping the

other parameters fixed and acquiring a frequency-swept spectrum, the spectral peak

will not be at the Larmor frequency. Instead, the peak position occurs at a value of

ωRF that is determined by B0, B1 and
1

τ
altogether.

Fig. 5.1. A plot of the signal intensity dependence on ωRF with B0 = 4 Gauss
and B1 = 4 Gauss, for different relaxation times. The dotted line marks the Larmor
frequency. The spectral peak shift increases with shorter relaxation time.

Fig. 5.1 shows the simulated peak positions for two separate frequency-swept

spectra corresponding to τ = 10 ns and 20 ns. Both the B0 and B1 are fixed at 4

Gauss. The spectral peaks are obviously shifted away from the Larmor frequency,

and as the relaxation time decreases, the shift increases. As a result, it is theoretically

possible to extract the relaxation time from the spectral peak shift, provided the other

parameters are known:

τ =

√
1

ωpeak2 − γ2(B0
2 +B1

2)
, (5.1)

where ωpeak is the carrier frequency at which the maximum spectral peak occurs. It
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is sometimes difficult to measure B1 accurately. Alternatively, a series of different

B0 can be applied and the τ can be calculated even with unknown B1, assuming the

relaxation time does not change with B0.

Fig. 5.2. Simulated DPPH spectra at different combinations of B0 and B1. Both the
peak signal energy and the peak shift are different for the four curves. The left dotted
line marks the Larmor frequency for the blue and yellow curves; the right dotted line
marks the Larmor frequency for the red and purple curves. The longitudinal signal
has been re-scaled to the maximum value of the purple curve.

Since both B1 and the τ contribute to the peak shift away from the Larmor fre-

quency, when measuring an unknown relaxation time,
1

τ
must be at least comparable

to γB1. Also, if B0 is too large, the peak shift may be too small to be measured

accurately. In conclusion, there are practical limitations on the achievable B0 and

B1 for a certain range of relaxation times one is interested in. For example, Fig. 5.2

shows the simulated spectra of DPPH at different combinations of B0 and B1 val-

ues. It is obvious that with the increase of B0 and B1, the signal intensity increases;

meanwhile, the peak shift caused by τ is more difficult to measure. When designing

the relaxation time measurement experiment, it is necessary to balance between the
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signal intensity and the peak shift caused purely by τ . For the two curves at B0 = 1

Gauss, the Larmor frequency is ∼2.8 MHz; for the two curves at B0 = 2 Gauss, the

Larmor frequency is ∼5.6 MHz. After subtracting the peak shift part caused by B1,

the B0 = 1 Gauss and B1 = 1 Gauss seems to be the best choice for measuring the

relaxation time of DPPH.

The relaxation time is unknown most of the time. At best we could only esti-

mate a range for τ . It is preferable to choose B0 and B1 as low as possible (given

the prerequisite that the peak is detectable), so that it will not interfere with the

measurement of the peak shift caused purely by
1

τ
.

5.2 Instrumentation

The set up for the relaxation time measurement is a modified version of the

system introduced in chapter 4. The major change is on the transmit circuit: instead

of transmitting at a fixed carrier frequency, this is a broad-band frequency-swept

system. In addition, because the relaxation time will be calculated using Eq. 5.1, B0

and B1 should be uniform across the whole detection volume and their values should

be known to relatively high precision.

The new transmit coil is shown in Fig. 5.3. Four 18-AWG wires with enamel

insulation are bent in U-shape and inserted through the 3D-printed coil base. The

short section of the U-shape is ∼18 mm and the long section of the U-shape is ∼113

mm. Each pair of the wires corresponds to a transmit channel, which enables the

transmit coils to deliver circularly- or linearly-polarized RF fields. To keep the wires

straight, five PCB boards cut with holes are attached to the coil base to hold the

wires in position. There is a 10 mm diameter hole at the center of the coil base as

well as the PCB boards to accommodate the sample holder.
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Fig. 5.3. Transmit coil for the relaxation time measurement system. With this
design, the uniformity of the RF field is improved over that used in our original LOD
EPR system.

To ensure the uniformity of the RF field amplitude and quadrature between

the two channels, the B1 vector is simulated within the sample holder volume: x

is between -5 and +5 mm, y is between -5 and +5 mm, z is between -5 and +5

cm. According to simulation based on the modified Bloch equation, for the purpose

of making the experimentally acquired τ within ±5% from the correct value, it is

required that the B1 amplitude should be within ±5% of the center B1 and the angle

between the two channels should be within ±10% from 90 degree. The volume that

fits the requirement for both the B1 uniformity and the quadrature condition is shown

in Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.4. Volume of acceptable B1 uniformity and quadrature condition. a) B1

amplitude is within ±5% of the center B1; b) the angle between the two channels is
within ±10% from 90 degree.

The cross section of the volume is widest at the center and gradually shrinks

towards the end, which requires specially-designed sample container instead of a sim-

ple NMR tube. To simplify the design, each cross section is approximated with a

circle. The sample holder is shown in Fig. 5.5. It is a 150 mm long tube that is cut
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hollow inside, using the radius data of each cross-section, with a hole on the surface

for inserting DPPH powder.

Fig. 5.5. Sample holder that is 3D-printed from resin.

Initially, the carrier frequency was planned to be swept between 2 and 8 MHz,

using 1 Gauss B0 and 1 Gauss B1 (yellow curve in Fig. 5.2). However, it was difficult

to find a transformer to perform well in that frequency range. The experiment setting

was changed to 2 Gauss B0 and 0.5 Gauss B1 (purple curve in Fig. 5.2). The carrier

frequency of the RF field sweeps between 4 and 10 MHz. As shown in Fig. 5.6, both

channels of the Rigol waveform generator generate the sine wave at the desired carrier

frequency, with 90 degree phase shift between each other, and then are directed to

the input of the two mixers separately. One channel of the Digilent Analog Discovery

2 is used to generate a square wave at the modulation frequency ∼100 kHz. This

square wave is split into two identical waveforms using a TEE connector and directed

to the second input of the two mixers. The resultant waveforms are two sine waves

turned on and off at 100 kHz, with 90 degree phase difference. After amplified by two

30 W broadband power amplifiers, both channels are connected to the transformers

(CCI RF2000) and then to the transmit coils.
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Fig. 5.6. Diagram for the broad band frequency-swept transmit circuit. 1. Waveform
generator (Rigol DG992), 2. Digilent Analog Discovery 2, 3. Double balanced mixer
(Mini-Circuits ZAY-3+), 4. Connectorized bandpass filter (Mini-Circuits ZABP-
16+), 5. Power amplifier (Mini-Circuits LZY-22+), 6. Transformer (CCI RF2000,
type 77), 7. First transmit coil pair, 8. Second transmit coil pair.

The carrier frequency is stepped between 4 and 10 MHz and sent to the pro-

grammable Rigol waveform generator via remote control. The output voltage also

needs to be adjusted at each frequency to maintain the same RF field amplitude B1.

Thus, the transmit system needs calibration before the experiment can be conducted.

A pre-calibrated mini-probe with ∼0.5 mm diameter is used to calibrate the RF field

strength; the frequency response of which is linear in the frequency range we are in-

terested in. Two oscilloscope probes are clipped to the two ends of one of the transmit

coil pairs to monitor the peak-peak voltage. The transmit circuit is modeled in LT-

SPICE and the peak-peak voltage can be used to calculate the RF field strength. The

calibration results from using the mini-probe and the clip-on oscilloscope probes both

confirm that the B1 amplitude is maintained within 5% deviation from 0.5 Gauss.
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Fig. 5.7. 3D printed receive coil base for the relaxation time measurement system.
The green board in the center is a PCB board for grounding.

The receive coil has also been improved, with better anchoring system to prevent

potential vibration (Fig. 5.7). The center PCB board is used to ground the middle

of the coil to the base plates. To make up for the lowered detection frequency (100

kHz), the length of the coil base is increased to 10 cm and 300 turn Litz wires are

used. The Q-factor of this receive coil is 12, which is comparable to that of the coil

used in the spectroscopy system. The B0 coil in the spectroscopy system is used here

to provide a homogeneous 2 Gauss polarizing field across the sample volume.

5.3 Preliminary Experiment Results and Discus-

sion

Fig. 5.8 shows the frequency-swept DPPH spectrum obtained in the experiment,

the peak of which occurs ∼7 MHz. With B0 = 2 Gauss and B1 = 0.5 Gauss, the
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relaxation time of DPPH is calculated to be ∼35 ns using Eq. 5.1, which is different

from the 60 ns relaxation time recorded in literature [70].

Fig. 5.8. Experimentally acquired frequency-swept spectrum of DPPH between 4
and 10 MHz (blue curve), overlapped with the simulated data for 35 ns relaxation
time (red curve). The noise baseline has been subtracted. The spectral peak occurs
at ∼7 MHz while the Larmor frequency is ∼5.6 MHz, marked by the black dotted
line.

One possibility is that there is some distortion of the RF waveform caused by

the power amplifier, which leads to second and third harmonics in the FFT of the

transmit waveform. During the calibration, only the RF component at the desired

frequency is kept constant, while the second and third harmonics are kept below

10% of the main component. But still, those extra harmonics can interfere with the

magnetization and possibly cause peak shift. Another possibility is that there is field

dependency of the relaxation time of DPPH. The existing data of the relaxation time

data at low field was approximated from the absorption spectra, and not all the groups

got the same results. Roest and Poulis claimed that the relaxation time of DPPH

maintained 6.33 ×10−8 s between 2.5 and 20 Gauss at room temperature [70]; while

Verstelle et al. found strong field dependency of the DPPH relaxation time around
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that frequency range [71]. Using a second relaxation time measurement method is

necessary to make sure the result is reasonable. Because of hardware limitation, only

0.5 Gauss B1 was used in this experiment. As a result, the signal was quite small.

The peak signal was only ∼2 mV after 100-fold amplification. A third possibility is

that the fluctuation in the background noise made the peak measurement inaccurate.

Higher B1 amplitude is planned to be used in the future. Theoretically, at 2 Gauss

B0, the signal from using 1 Gauss B1 is more than 2.5 times higher as compared to

using 0.5 Gauss B1 according to Fig. 5.2. Higher modulation frequency (detection

frequency) is also planned to be used to increase the SNR.
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Chapter 6

Outlook

The effectiveness of using the fictitious field formalism has been demonstrated.

Specifically, in the steady state or under adiabatic slow passage conditions, the fic-

titious field gives accurate predictions for laboratory results without the need to do

computationally expensive numerical integration. The present work by no means rep-

resents a simple upgrade of the previously introduced longitudinal detection method.

By defining the fictitious field, a straightforward approach can be used to visual-

ize and analyze the longitudinal magnetization evolution resulting from an RF field,

especially in the low field/zero field range.

In this work, we demonstrated the feasibility of performing spectroscopy as well

as 1D imaging with exceptional rejection of the transmit drive while doing simulta-

neous transmit and receive. As compared with the isolation level typically achieved

in CW EPR (e.g, -25 dB), the -80 dB isolation gained from geometrical isolation and

frequency separation in our LOD EPR system is far superior [72]. By rotating the

direction of a gradient field, in the future it should be possible to expand into 2D and

3D EPR imaging using back-projection reconstruction.

With ultra-low frequency and acceptable resolution, our present work may enable

low cost, portable EPR spectroscopy/imaging systems for spins with short relaxation

times such as IONP. One of the most popular methods for imaging IONP is Magnetic

Particle Imaging (MPI). One challenge of MPI is the total frequency overlap between

the drive signal and the magnetization, which necessitates the use of harmonics for

picking up signal away from the drive frequency [73]. Our system gets around that
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problem. Another issue is that the typical MPI spatial encoding gradient is around

500 Gauss/cm [74]. Theoretically, our system is expected to accomplish 2D imaging

for IONP with a gradient around 100 Gauss/cm to achieve comparable resolution as

MPI. Improvements such as applying accurate circularly-polarized RF fields, using

more signal averaging and more filtering could further increase the SNR and thus the

resolution, making it possible to use even smaller gradients for IONP imaging.

Although we assumed literature values for relaxation times of DPPH and IONP,

at the low frequency used herein (24 MHz), τ may be frequency dependent because

the relative change of B0 covers several orders of magnitude. In previous work, the

relaxation time measurement of DPPH between 2.5 Gauss and 20 Gauss exhibited

minimal change with external field [70]. On the other hand, the relationship between

τ and frequency is not known for IONP. In chapter 5, the theory of a novel relaxation

time measurement method is introduced, and the preliminary experiment result is

provided. In the future, our apparatus could be modified to enable τ measurement

using existing LOD-EPR techniques.

Finally, a future direction of research may involve building an imaging system

at zero static field, possibly using a frequency-swept RF pulse and/or SQUID to

maximize SNR. We are also considering the potential of LOD to achieve simultaneous

transmit and receive in MRI. According to our past simulations, applying an RF

gradient together with an HS pulse, rotary echoes that contain spatially-dependent

frequency information can be created. To summarize, this approach appears to offer

many new avenues of discovery in future EPR and NMR research.
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